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Abstract 
Aiming at the low resolution ground reflectivity data of more than 12 km  in Geostationary Doppler weather radar, a 
linear inversion mathematics formula between sub resolution volume echo power and multiple partially correlated 
radar measurements in horizon is present based on radar meteorology integrated equation, its solution is pursued by 
means of a super resolution numerical procedure based on the truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) 
method using known radar antenna weight function. Numeric simulation uses the airborne precipitation radar 
reflectivity to simulate the Geostationary Doppler weather radar measurement data and evaluate the resolution 
enhancement performance. Results show that the reconstructed data of super-resolution from NIS simulation 
measurement are better than those of reconstructed before and are all close to those of simulated reflectivity data of 
high resolution of 4km , more fine weather structure among these reflectivity data could be present after 
reconstruction. 
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1. Introduction 
Geostationary Doppler Weather Radar (NEXRAD in-space: NIS) is an advanced instrument concepts 
and technology for future spaceborne atmospheric radars which can provide hourly monitoring of the life 
cycle and acquire 3-dimensional information on the intensity and vertical motion of hurricane rainfall of 
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hurricanes and tropical storms [1,2]. NIS has lots of characteristics better than those of current TRMM 
Precipitation Radar, such as high time resolution, wider surveillance domain, without the effects of 
satellite platform movement. However, due to its large distance far from the earth, the NIS horizon 
resolution of reflectivity data has been deteriorated up to more than 12 kilometers, which would result to 
large bias of precipitation estimation and limit the detection of small-scale weather system such as severe 
storms, tornado and mesocyclone [3]. Therefore, it’s necessary to enhance the horizon resolution for NIS 
reflectivity data. 
To improve the resolution, various resolution-enhancement techniques have been investigated to be 
applied to ground weather radar and microwave radiometer, YutianYou [4] presented a range 
oversampling technique to improve the weather radar's range resolution, Zhanglin et al. and Magain,P et 
al. [5,6] developed a deconvolution scheme to retrieval higher resolution data from low resolution 
measurement for weather radar. Maurizio[7,8] has successfully applied the devonvolution method on the 
superresolution of microwave scanning radiometer measurements. In this paper, a deconvolution 
technique based on radar meteorology equation was proposed to improve the horizontal resolution of 
reflectivity data for NIS. 
2. Theory  
For the resolution enhancement of weather radar reflectivity data, an approach well to set up the 
expression among these sub-volume reflectivity is based on radar meteorology equation. Following the 
idea of Zhanglin.et al[5] and Magain,P. et al.[6], assuming the precipitation distribution in one vertical 
range bin is uniform, the radar meteorology equation of NIS could be expressed in terms of an integration 
of the antenna gain function ( aG ) and range weighting function ( rG ) over the continue reflectivity field 
(η ) in range and angular direction[9]: 
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Where ),,( θϕRP  is the radar echo power from all scatterers at the position of ),,( θϕR , C is the 
radar constant, R is the distance from radar, r ,ϕ ,θ are separately the center of range, azimuth and 
elevation,δϕ , δθ  indicate their valid integrated regions. 
For simplicity, this problem is assumed to be one-dimensional, or there is no variation in the elevation 
direction and the radar beams are horizontal, as the same assumptions are made in Zhanglin et al. [5]. If 
define:  
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Eq.(1) can be written as a Fredholm integral equation only along the azimuthal direction : 
ϕϕϕϕηϕ δϕϕ δϕϕ dFCP )()()( 1 −= ∫ +−                                                                                                    (2) 
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Noted that the antenna effective pattern acts as a low-pass filter of the scatterers reflectivity field and 
limits the effective resolution of the radar measurements. 
Based on the technique of azimuthal  oversampling described in Zhanglin et al.[5]and under the similar 
discrete method, Eq.2 can be easily written as a formula of matrix equation as follow: 
NHP += η                                                                                                                                              (3) 
where },,2,1|{ LlPP l L== , lP corresponds to the radar echo power measurements by azimuthal  
oversampling in one footprint and L  is the oversampling rate. H is a coefficient matrix which is decided 
by the constant value of 1C  and the function of F . },,|{ MMmm L−== ηη , mη  is the sub 
division of reflectivity field in the azimuthal direction which is divided in symmetry and M  is the 
division number at one side. N  is a vector of zero-mean white Gaussian noise inherent in radar system. 
Noted that the echo power measurement P in fact is the convolution result between sub-division 
reflectivity field and the antenna effective pattern, thus this resolution enhancement of reflectivity has 
been converted to a deconvolution problem. 
2.1.  Inverse algorithm 
Mathematically, Eq.(3) is an ill-posed linear problem and must be inverted carefully. Proper 
regularization techniques must be considered to take into control noise amplification when inversion is 
accomplished [7,8]. In this work, an inversion method of truncated singular value decomposition is 
proposed to this noise amplification by proper choice of the number of retained singular value. Let us 
decompose H in accordance to the SVD: 
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Where ),,,( 21 nuuuU L= , ),,,( 21 nvvvV L= , iu and jv  are respectively the left and right 
singular vectors of H . ),,,( 21 ndiag σσσ L=Σ with nσσσ ≥≥≥ L21 ,and iσ is the singular 
value of H .therefore, we can easily get the solution of Eq.(3) 
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It can be demonstrated that smaller values are less reliable and must be discarded, this leads to the 
truncated SVD which can simply written as 
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Where k  denote the truncated position of H with )(Hrankk < . 
3. Experiment Results   
3.1. Experiment Setup  
Real reflectivity data in experiments comes from The Second Airborne Precipitation Radar (APR-2) 
with vertical range resolution of 30m and horizontal resolution of 400m, which are also taken as the high 
resolution reference in this work. They are first weighted by a Gaussian function, then down-sampled to 
generate the NIS simulated measurements with horizontal resolution of 12 kilometers. For simplicity, the 
Gaussian function is used to simulate the two-way antenna pattern function of NIS. In addition, another 
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type of radar measurements with higher horizontal resolution of 4 kilometer (HR simulation) than NIS is 
also simulated for the contrast of reconstructed results.  
3.2. Results  
In Fig.1a~Fig.1f and Fig.3a~Fig.2f, the reflectivity reference of APR-2, the simulation of HR and NIS, 
and the super-resolution reconstruction results of NIS under different angular oversampling rate have 
been given. In Fig.1 and Fig.2, they separately come from different weather system and here are used to 
show different reconstruction effects under small-scales or middle-scale weather system. It is evident that 
the detail of weather echo has been lost under the measurements of NIS due to its poor horizontal 
resolution while the reconstruction results in Fig.1d ~Fig.1f and Fig.2d ~ Fig.2f could provide finer 
observation than before. It can also be found that the reconstruction results can present better resolution 
than those of HR simulation with horizontal resolution of 4km. As shown in Fig.1d ~Fig.1f and Fig.2d 
~Fig.2f, different oversampling rate would lead to different reconstruction results and the reconstruction 
under higher oversampling rate can provide finer structure of weather system than those of under lower 
one. Further analysis indicated that the sampling rate to NIS measurements must meet the sampling 
theorem if the detail information is needed to be reconstructed. The errors of standard variance and 
correlation coefficient for the reconstruction in Fig.2 are summarized Table 1. It is shown that all of the 
reconstructions present better performance of error than those of NIS simulation, or even approximate to 
those of HR simulation when oversampling rate is larger than 6. 
4. Conclusion  
In this work, for the reflectivity data resolution enhancement of NIS (NEXRAD-In-Space), a 
deconvolution method based on radar meteorology equation has been first developed using oversampling 
technique and the algorithm of the truncated singular value decomposition is presented for solution of this 
ill-posed inverse problem. Results show that these reconstructed data from NIS simulation measurement 
can provide finer weather structure than those of reconstructed before and are all close to the effects of 
simulated reflectivity data of high resolution simulation (4km). 
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Fig.1 the reconstruction results under three types of oversampling rate and the reference data comes from 
the APR2.030123.100552.hdf which includes one weather system in 40 kilometers 
 
Fig.2 the reconstruction results under three types of oversampling rate and the reference data comes from 
the data of APR2. 030121.031308.hdf which includes three weather systems in 60 kilometers 
Tab 1: standard variance error and correlation coefficient from results in Fig.3 
 standard variance error(dBZ) correlation coefficient 
Oversampling rate L=10 L=6 L=3 L=10 L=6 L=3 
Reconstruction 1.51 1.53 2.24 0.9771 0.9738 0.9539 
HR simulation 1.57  0.9734 
NIS simulation 2.47 0.9430 
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